JACKIE LEE – Letting the Magic In!
Hi! I'm Jackie Lee. In this lifetime I wear
many hats, including wife, mother,
entrepreneur, friend, and magician. I
have to be part magician to get done all
that I do as well as I do. I know it's not
all me, so there must be some magic
involved.
So… a little getting to know you, getting
to know all about you. (sing along just
for fun)
I have spent most of my adult life in complete opposition to where I am now. There was
a lot of learning to be done to get me to where I am now. It was hard at times, but
necessary.
I have a BA is psychology, not that it means much these days, and have worked in non
profit mental health for many years. When I started in this field I really believed I could
save the world, and change things. I could make people better! Ha, that's so funny now,
knowing what I know. Talk about thinking I'm a magician! After some hard knocks and a
few bumps and bruises along the way I realized I can not do anything to change anyone!
Imagine… such a revelation. It was quite mind blowing. With that realization came the
knowing that working in mental health was not really the place for me. I continue to want
to help people, and I found it is much easier to help people that want to be helped. I
have since left mainstream mental health. I now work as a coach for people who want to
learn to use The Law of Attraction to fill their own lives with magic. I specialize in helping
parents learn to assist their children in the growing process using Law of Attraction.
This leads to the second level of opposition. Most of my life I just knew I would not have
kids. I informed my husband of this before we were married, and he seemed ok with it.
What a surprise when the baby bug hit when I was around 30 or so. I started desiring to
have a baby, to help raise a child. On May 10, 2006, at 4:06pm, which just happens to
be the exact date and time of my wedding 4 years earlier, I gave birth to my magnificent
daughter.
Our birth story is an interesting one and knowing I can be long winded I probably should
just let you read that story on my PI page. We really put our mind to having a natural
birth and doing what we felt was best and healthiest for our little one during my
pregnancy. I didn't realize how rare that is until I was in the middle of it. Now I love to

work with expectant mothers to help them have the birth of their dreams, healthy and as
naturally as possible.
Hanna's blending into our family has not been a walk in the
park. I had so many preconceived notions of mothering and
what it would entail, none of which have ended up being the
case. Hanna is what they call a "spirited child", which means
she is strong willed, tenacious, and needs lots and lots of
one on one time. It has been difficult to let go of my images
of who my child will be and just let her be who she is and
learn to support her in the ways she needs supported. This
has been huge learning for me, and we made it through her
first year!
Amongst all this mothering and 'wifing', and cleaning, I also
run a writing business. I help small business owners get
things done which they either don't have the time or the inclination to do. That can
include writing articles for article marketing, blog articles, newsletter articles, press
releases. Heck, I even ghost write books. Just about anything that needs writing I can
do. I am also a consultant for people that want to learn how to do these things on their
own.
Wow, I'm tired just thinking about all that stuff! The thing is, and here's where the magic
comes in. It all happens fairly seamlessly. Things just seem to happen at the perfect
time, and if I am willing to let go of the reigns and let the magic run the show it runs itself
quite smoothly. It's when I get resistant and try to take CONTROL, that things
sometimes get out of whack.
So that's me. My intention for my little corner of this magazine is to provide you with a
glimpse of how I let the magic in. How I let it smooth out the rough edges, and how, with
the help of a little magic I keep all these balls in the air with a smile on my face.
Remember, You are Remarkable!
Jackie Lee
Email Jackie

(Listen to Kat McCarthy interview Jackie Lee)
Kat Meeting Jackie Lee on her USA trip

Jackie Lee is a wife, mother, photographer, writer and online marketer. She currently is a
work at home mom/ghostwriter and press release writer. It is her intention to help busy
business people get the job done quickly with ease and grace. She has been using the
Law of Attraction to attract the "perfect" clients and people for the last 5 years. She also
coaches other business owners and parents in using the Law of Attraction to live the life
of their dreams easily and effortlessly. If you'd like to know more about her or get in
touch with her stop by her homepage: www.FeelGoodNoMatterWhat.com

